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Community General Discussion How is the portal to the broken islands for Ashuna, not Suramar? 6 Likes probably so lower than 110 characters do not kill, and because of the staged quest. 1 How accurate. The same reason why the MOP portal is jade forest: that's where people align to start their quest. Why the horde should get special treatment - the portal of the alliance to
aszuna as well. Then why not just go to the portal to Dalaran on the Broken Islands?.. Aelora: Probably so lower than 110 characters do not kill, and because of the gradual quest. Well, they could port us to Highmountain 1 Like No Go with a suramar for reasons that people have already pointed out. I'm sure you need a quest there before it even becomes a hub. Dunno is about
other FPs in the zone. If aszuna is the first quest zone (dunno, if you still need to select zones from the class hall to go quest there more), then that's probably why. The zones actually have a subtle consistency I believe. There's still a hearth of stone given. Shoxy: Why the portal to the Broken Islands for Ashuna, not Suramar? Why do we need a portal to Suramar? Suramar is not
our union race. Suramar - Night. We have NightFALLEN. Homeless elves crack. Aszuna is probably the best place, simply because it is central to the place and thus the overall connection. Baridorielor: Then why not just a portal to go to Dalaran on broken islands?.. You have a special hearth that does this. Honestly, when I went through the storyline in Suramar, I was sure that by
the end of the Legion, Jaina was going to kick Orda out of Dahl (again), only this time she would stick because of the war spikes, and that they set Suramar up to The Horde's Dalaran. Suramar teleport or portals are connected to Shal'anar, your main base. The first quest to unlock portals is the Oculeta Workshop. As soon as you finish the quests okuleta, he will go with you to
Shalaran, where he will become your main telemans. The only portal that I think requires a search from Shalaran is Falanaar. All the other teleporters, you have to physically collide with them, and teleport the pad itself with a yellow exclamation point to start the quest. You must have 100 Ancient Mana to complete the search and activate this portal. At this point, ignore Falanaar, if
you don't have it, you end up unlocking it with a quest that sends you there; and focus on tracking down other teleporters. The only teleport that is hidden from view is the Master's, which is located deep under Suramar City. You can find the entrance on the terrace order near the parade grounds. It is a tunnel that leads to the city of Suramar underground Arcway. Teleport and its
search can be found in the area where you see nightly prisoners. Teleport in Falanar is unlocked with a quest Hidden in the Moonlight - given the first Arkanist Thalyssra in Shalaran. You may have to feed her 100 Ancient Mana before she gives the quest. Check the map below. (Special thanks Erixi for offering the missing one: Aethenar) Since the pre-purchase yesterday, a
bunch of people (myself included) have used a free 110 at once for a new viola, and for now The Nightfallen Emissary is active for EU regions, so many people will want to complete this before it rolls off tonight. The problem is that the game does a bad job guiding you to unlock the suramar to a fresh 110 because it is different from any other character to unlock it. While normally,
you get a quest to Dalaran from Hadgar to go explore a secret message and start a chain with Thalyssra, for some reason that never pops up for an increased 110 characters, but the quest is available and required to unlock the Suramar quest chain (And turn into Nightfallen Emissaries). The quest itself is locked behind a Scouting Map inside your order hall, just as you would start
Val'Sharah or Highmountain zone story quests. Go to the order hall, open the mission table and open the Scouting Map tab downstairs, there is a variant of Suramar that gives you a quest that Is usually made by Kadgar. This should be translated much better to 110 magnified characters, it's really obscure and counter intuitive since it's not a method that you usually get in Suramar
on any other character. TL;DR, it's under the Scouting Map on your bespoke Hall Mission Table, like all other Legion zones launching quests. Not from Khadgar's Dalaran.EDIT: Turns out, the subsequent search for Magic Message is broken and can't be picked up/completed by the increased characters right now, Blizzard knows about it and is working to fix it, but for now, even if
you get the quest manually from Scouting Map, you can't progress further. Credit/u/padfootprohibited, can confirm when GM responds to my ticket about the same problem later today. EDIT 2: I was in a raid so not sure when fixed, but I just logged in and after being stuck before I could pick up the Magic Message a few hours ago, I'm now able to pick up the quest and turn in my
dark emissary. So the above steps do the job and you can start the suramar chain this way. Can't confirm if Hadgar gives the initial quest or not, or if the fix works for everyone (Maybe just requires waiting a certain amount of time? Page 2,167 comments This article is about the region on the Broken Islands. For the city, see Suramar City. For the elven kingdom, see Suramar
(kingdom). Once a bright symbol of High Born society, Suramar never recovered from the trauma of the War of the Ancients. To survive the devastation of Sandering, the inhabitants of the city were sealed away from the rest of the world. Isolated for millennia, they had no allies to call upon when the Legion invaded. Now their ancient city, and all its power, is at the mercy of
demons. Suramar is a maximum-level zone located in the parts of the Broken Islands. Once a great nightly elven village - though not as glorious as the capital of zin-azshari - it was famously a hometown town some important night elves: Illidan Stormraj, his brother Malfurion, their friend Tyrande Whisper, and siblings Jarod and Maev Tensong. Today it's the house of the Night.
Suramar is built on the lines of lei, and the secret coils in the tunnel system running under Suramar and surrounding areas are admired in the electricity of these lines lei. Since the creation of Nightwell, the lines of lei have become redundant and the secret coils have been abandoned. The story of the Ruins of Eluneet, a massive gate found in Suramar. Suramar was the site of the
Temple of Eluna, the central place of worship for the night elves. Eluna,' the high priestess lived in the temple. It also housed the bafs of Azshara, Izal Shura and Arauca-Nashala. Shortly before the War of the Ancients, Broxigar was captured in the city of Suramar until he was liberated by Malfurion Stormrage. During the war, the Legion's efforts in the city were led by Bishop
Ronocon. The city was attacked and ravaged by the Burning Legion. Suramar was subsequently used by natrazim in an experiment to create an army of the undead, an experiment that laid the groundwork for the Scourge ten thousand years later. At some point during the war, the demon Lord Sciallax came to Suramar and offered the night elves at the time a powerful artifact in
exchange for their slavery to the Legion. The Burning Legion attempted to open a second portal, apart from the portal to the Well of Eternity in the Temple of Eluna, to attack the night elves on two fronts. Resident Hyborne used the Pillars of Creation to close the portal and put several seals on the temple. Wild God Ashman fought Ronocon in Val'char near Suramar and sacrificed
his life to kill him. In doing so, she was able to buy the elves the time they needed to create a shield around their city. Much of Suramar was blown up at the bottom of the Great Sea during Sandering. However, some of them remained over the shore on the Broken Islands thanks to the efforts of a Highborn resident who created a magic shield that kept part of their town together.
This shield will remain for 10,000 years as The High believes that the world outside the city of Suramar has been destroyed. Under their shield they would evolve into Nightborne, depending on their power source, Nightwell. While the city was protected, it was probably almost impossible for a normal NightCraw to leave. Much later the dwarves extracted the high-venomous
astrolabe from the underwater ruins of Suramar. The sunken temple of Eluna in Suramar City was later used by the Guardian for the stored physical remains, the precious scepter and the eyes of Sargeras, which led to a more familiar designation of the building, the Tomb of Sargeras. During the Second World War, a part of Suramar containing the tomb of Sargeras, now known
as broken shore, was raised by Gul'dan from the navy. There was a battle between Maev Tensong and Naga Illidan. A few years later, the alternative Gul'dan was sent by the Burning Legion to serve as its ambassador to Nightborne and their Grand Magistrix, who promised themselves and their people the same demons she stood against in the disobedience of Azshar 10,000
years ago. Not everyone agrees with Elisande's decision, though they keep their differences a secret. With loyalists and demons marching together through the streets of Suramar, fear and distrust captures the hearts of other elves and the family turns against the family. The flame of Shal'doray flickers, and the heroes must emerge to rekindle it and ignite the noble hearts of this
once brave night elven group. Getting to Suramar is the most central region on the Broken Islands, making it a natural accessible from almost any other zone. Roads lead directly into Suramar from the neighboring districts of Azsun, Val'shara and Stormheim from the west, northwest and east respectively. A small mountain path even connects from the remote district of
Haimountane far to the north near the fortress of the Moon Guard. There are three separate neutral flight points located throughout the zone: the geography of the winding canyons of Anora Hollow. Suramar is an ancient land, as are other regions of the Broken Islands. It is strewn with lush and colorful flora, covering almost all the rocks and crevices. Ancient cities of High Origin
cover most of the landscape, now inhabited by dirty creatures. The zone is incredibly diverse, involving many distinct regions. In the southern part of Suramar is its most recognizable feature, the Suramara city. Almost all roads in Suramar lead here, as it was once the center of high civilization. Another notable feature in the south is the west of the city of Suramar, Felsoul Hold;
quite a recent addition to the area. The western part of Suramara is a flat and grassy area, orange and red. It has two large and now derelict towns - Falanaar and Ambervale. Great Sundering especially influenced this place, collapsing much of Falanaar. A lot of snow from Highmountain flows through here and into Sundered Shoals. Another feature tucked away in the northwest,
the Moon Guard Fortress - built against Highmountain in strategic order. In the northern center of Suramar you can find perhaps the most insidious and difficult place in the zone. Anora Hollow is a maze-like canyon with many erratic paths carved throughout. At the top is a high-altitude tomb, Tel'anor. The urban fiction of Tel'anor on the rocks of Anora Hollow may have strategic
importance to prevent the desecration of the tombs of his heroes. That did not stop the harpies, however, which invaded more than half the ruins. The last major area of Suramar is the Crimson Teak, found in its eastern part, near Stormheim. Like its name, the Crimson Tick is a forest of deep red, and massive trees. A small path from the forest leads to the bay of Lazugala. Maps
and subregions Directions from Meredil Flight Paths from Irongrove Departure Flight Path from Crimson Thicket Area Name Area Direction Direction Azsuna 98-110 (scaled) southwest foot or flight path Highmountain 98-110 (scaled) North On the flight path Stormheim 9 8-110 (scaled) Northeast Foot or flight path Val'sharah 98-110 (scaled) Northwest Foot or flight path Main
article: Suramar NPCs Main article : Suramar plot Main article: Suramar Vignettes Please Add any available information to this section. Wild Creatures In RPG This section contains information from Warcraft RPG, which is considered non-canonical. Suramar was the great city of Kaldorei ten thousand years ago. Some important night elves once called this place home: Tyrande
Whisper and the Stormridge brothers. The ruins are now a sad reminder of the ancient folly of Kaldorei. In the center of the ruins, the stumps of two large aspen trees stand side by side. This is strange, as the climate is not suitable for aspen; and even if the seedlings could grow, it would not have had time to reach the girth of these huge stumps. As some night elves later clarified,
in ancient times there was a large garden near the center of Suramar, and in the center of this garden there were legendary branches of Azshara. Now, these petrified stumps are all that remains. As the capital of Caldore Suramar during the War of the Ancients. In some RPG books, zin-Azshari has seemingly been replaced by Suramar. Suramar was the ancient capital of
Kaldorai. In the time of the queen of Azshara, the religious community of Suramara was a complex structure, closely intertwined with a secret community and involving almost all the inhabitants of the city. The great secret academies of Suramar were trained by generations of magicians. After a brilliant city of polished wood and marble, silk banners and graceful spires, Suramar
was torn apart by the War of the Ancients and fought for in the final stages of the war. The queen of Azshara and her high-origin followers rose to the top of power when their heartless exploration of magic led the Burning Legion to Azeroth. The Caldores and the ancients made a last attempt to prevent the High Bourne from jumping over the line of destruction. Part of Suramar, the
temple district, was located near the Well of Eternity. The city was also the site of the Eternal Palace, where the queen of Azshara lived. Notes and Trivia Speculation This article or section includes speculation, comments or opinions may have supported knowledge or Blizzard officials. It should not be considered as representing an official story. The ruins of Suramar in the Frozen
Throne used the tiles of sunken ruins. It never explains why the city of Suramara has sculptures and motifs of seaside civilization when the city was several thousand miles inland. In addition, the distance between Suramar and Sin-Azshari (in the novels War of the Ancients) was implied at a distance of one third to a half distance from the Well of Eternity to Mount Hijal, while maps
in the Frozen Throne show that the Broken Islands were close to the Whirlpool, and on the opposite side. In Lands of Mystery it is implied that the Broken Islands are drawn to the Whirlpool. You could say that there may have been a large lake and Suramar was located on its shores. The Ruin of Suramar Gallery in Warcraft III. Suramar in its former glory during the Caldor empire.
The undamaged city of Suramar (protected by an impenetrable barrier for 10,000 years). Hotfix Video (2016-11-03): Some unintentionally hidden world quests in Suramar have been re-activated, including World quests that are new to Patch 7.1. Patch 7.0.3 (2016-07-19): Added. Added. how to get to suramar bfa. how to get to suramar from dalaran. how to get to suramar from
stormwind. how to get to suramar wow. how to get to suramar city. how to get to suramar city from dalaran. how to get to suramar after 110 boost. wow how to get to suramar from dalaran
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